Your affiant knows that at approximately 2:30 p.m. EST, known and unknown subjects
broke windows and pushed past U.S. Capitol Police and supporting law enforcement officers
forcing their way into the U.S. Capitol on both the west side and the east side of the building.
According to TORRE, once inside the building, he walked around the building and entered
what looked like an office or conference room. The room had what appeared to be a conference
table in the middle and a white couch. While in this room, TORRE observed someone pull out a
cigarette and light the cigarette. TORRE reported that he thought to himself, “If we were really as
violent as people think we are we could take that and light the sofa.”
TORRE stated that at one point he saw a line of officers and he spoke to them and said,
“We are here in support of you and we back the blue.” TORRE reiterated that the officers did not
“stop, hinder, or do anything to keep people from inside the Capitol.” TORRE then explained that
when he left the building, he did so through the same broken window; when he was already halfway through the window, an officer instructed TORRE and another person to exit the building
through a doorway instead of through the broken window so they would not get injured.
TORRE claimed that he did not damage any property or engage in violence while inside
the building. TORRE stated that he got caught up in the moment when he entered the Capitol, and
that some day he could tell his children that he was there that day. TORRE showed agents a
photograph on his mobile phone of himself inside the Capitol building on January 6, 2021.
TORRE identified himself in the photograph. In the photo, TORRE was posing with a companion,
who he refused to identify, and police officers. The agents observed that TORRE was wearing the
same clothing in the photograph as he was wearing in BOLO #77.
TORRE admitted that he had told some people that he was at the Capitol for the events of
January 6, 2021 – although he did not tell them “the full story.” TORRE said he was telling those
people that what happened “was not what you see on the news. TikTok makes it look really bad.
Instagram makes it look really bad.” TORRE also confirmed that he was still working for the
same employer referenced by Person 1.
On January 25, 2021, agents interviewed an identified individual (hereinafter “Person 2”).
Person 2 indicated that they have known TORRE for three (3) years. Person 2 observed BOLO
#77, and identified the person in BOLO #77 as TORRE. Person 2 also recognized the jacket and
sweatshirt that TORRE was wearing in BOLO #77.
Your affiant has reviewed video footage from the Capitol that was posted by individuals
on social media. TORRE was captured in some of that footage, identifiable in part by the clothing
he was observed wearing in the photograph he showed the agents and in BOLO #77. One of the
videos captured TORRE in a room with a conference table and a white couch. During this video,
while in the room with the white couch, TORRE is filmed looking out of a window that faces an
exterior plaza of the Capitol. Visible through the window is the back of a police line consistent
with the police line that formed in the exterior plaza of the U.S. Capitol Building on January 6,
2021.

